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ABSTRACT
In the oil and gas industry, wired sensor network is the traditional and
commonly used. Nowadays, there is a new trend in network communication which is
the wireless sensor network. Hence, the wireless technology is now growing fast and
keeps improving with time. The objectives of this project are to find an economical
wireless solution for the wireless sensor network, design, build and test a short-range
sensor wireless interface module. A lot of study and research in communications and
instrumentation has to be made in order to design the system. The designed system
consists of a RTD transmitter, A/D converters, signal interface, a WiFi Access Point
and a WiFi enabled PC. Based on the surveys conducted in this project, the WiFi
technology is suitable for this project because of its maximum transfer speed,
maximum distance and maximum devices that it can connect at one time. This system
also can reduce maintenance cost and save time.
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1.1 Background of Study
Instrumentation is defined as "the art and science of measurement and control".
Instrumentation can be used to refer to the field in which Instrument technicians and
engineers work or it can refer to the available methods of measurement and control
and the instruments which facilitate this. There are many kinds of instrument that are
related to the instrumentation field. Instrumentation engineers largely design control
andmeasurement systems primarily for industrial processes, although instruments are
present in almost anymodern industrial applications today.
Instrumentation plays a big role in the oil and gas industry. Most of the instruments
are used for measurement and control. Measurement and control are very important in
the industry to maintain the process of the plant at desired condition. In order to
control, they need instrument that can measured the real value at the plant and
compare it to the desired values. In the oil and gas industry, there are a lot of
instruments installedin the plants. These instruments are generallyconnectedto some
sort of control system which responds to the instrument measurement. The response
programmed into the control system manipulates control devices attached to the
process. This cycle of changing of manipulated variables, measurement of controlled
variables andproper response is the basic concept behind process control. Thecontrol
systems used are often considered part of thefield of instrumentation, and can include
simple Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) or Remote Terminal Units (RTU), or
Distributed Control Systems (DCS). Inputs can vary from a few measured variables,
to thousands ofmeasured variables.
Wired sensor networks have been around for decades, with an array of gauges
measuring temperature, fluid levels, humidity and other attributes on pipelines,
pumps, generators and manufacturing lines. Many of these run as separate wired
networks, sometimes linked to a computer. Now advances in silicon radio chips,
coupled with cleverly crafted routing algorithms and network software are promising
to eliminate those wires, and their installation and maintenance costs. This is where
the idea ofwireless network starts to work and been developed.
1.2 Problem Statement
Most practitioners in oil and gas industry prefer to use hardwired sensors. However,
there are several issues of concern on the hardwired sensors:-
a) Space and Costs
Wired sensors consume more space and high cost for maintenance because
cables are laid on trays and ducts for routing all over the plant.
b) Distance
Wired sensors are normally located far from the control room and cables have
to be routed all the way from the field to the operator room.
c) Thecable length
The length of the cable affects the signal drop. If the signal drop is large, it
will affect the signals.
d) Maintenance difficulties
Wired sensors are more difficult to maintain because technicians have to sift
through bundles of cable and identify the plant documentations. This cost the
company a lot ofmoney, time and effort.
e) Difficultareas
Wired system network cannot reach some of the difficult areas. For example,
cables cannot withstand very high temperature at the boiler area. Sensor
devices have the ability to withstand the very high temperature using special
certified enclosure but not the cables.
This project aims to reduce costs with the same reliability of the wired technology
system which is very demanding intheoilandgasindustries.
1.3 Objectives And Scope Of Studies
The main objectives ofthis project are>
a) To find an economical wireless solution for the wireless sensor network in
terms ofcost and time.
b) To design a wireless interface module system.
c) To build the wireless interface module system based onthe design.
d) To test the short-range sensor wireless interface module onaRTD transmitter.
In this project, the scopesofstudyare:-
a) study of wireless communication technology,
b) designing a wireless system,
c) assembling thecomponents for thesupporting circuits and
d) testing the system byconnecting it to one of the RTD transmitter available in
the EE Instrument Control Lab.
Objective of the project can be achieved as long as the project is on track and quick
action is taken when there is a problem. In the oil and gas industry, the wireless
system will help engineers andoperators to monitor and maintain theplant process as
the system is more economical.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Wireless Sensor Networks
The wireless sensor networks can use several different wireless technologies,
including IEEE 802.11 WiFi, Bluetooth and radio frequency identification (RFID).
But right now most ofthe action is with low-power radios thathave a range of about
30 to 200 feet and data rates of up to around 300K bit/sec. Most of these, with their
accompanying network software andAPIs, areproprietary products. [I]
But the IEEE last year approved the 802.15.4 low-rate standard for a simple, short-
range wireless network whose radio components could run several years ona single
battery. Below is the diagram that shows what the wireless network need and how
they are connectedto each other. [2]
Advances in silicon and wireless network technologies are letting companies
cut the cords on their sensor networks, which are used for tracking everything
from fire extinguishers to heating systems. Wireless deployments hold out the
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Figure 2.1: Wireless Sensor Network {1]
2.2 Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a low-power wireless technology intended to replace cables and wires
and let multiple devices discover and talk to each other at speeds up to 1M bit/sec
over a range of roughly 30 feet. [3]
2.3 WiFi
WiFi is the wireless way to handle networking. It is also known as 802.11 networking
and wireless networking. The big advantage of WiFi is its simplicity. We can connect
computers anywhere in your home or office without the need for wires. The
computers connect to the network using radio signals, and computers can be up to
100 feet or so apart. [4]
2.4 RFID
RFID operates in a low frequency range of 100 kHz-1.5 MHz or a high frequency
range of 900 MHz-2.4GHz, which has an operating range up to 30m. RFID tags are
very inexpensive, and are used in manufacturing and sales inventory control,
container shipping control, etc. RFID tags are installed on water meters in some
cities, allowing a metering vehicle to simply drive by and remotely read the current
readings. They are also be used in automobiles for automatic toll collection. These
networks used RF modems to convert the RS-232 signal to a radio signal and back
again. Fluke (Everett, Washington) developed a digital voltmeter that could be
configured to accept a voltage signal and transmit the signal over a dedicated radio
frequency channel. [5]
2.5 ZigBee
ZigBee is a published specification set of high level communication protocols
designed to use small, low-powerdigital radios based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
for wireless personal area networks (WPANs). The relationship between IEEE
802.15.4 and ZigBeeis analogous to that existing betweenIEEE 802.11 and the WiFi
Alliance. The ZigBee 1.0 specifications were ratified on December 14, 2004 and are
available to members of the ZigBee Alliance. For non-commercial purposes, the
ZigBee specification is available to the general public at the ZigBee Alliance
homepage. The technology is designed to be simpler and cheaper than other WPANs
such as Bluetooth. The most capable ZigBee node type is said to require only about
10% of the software of a typical Bluetooth or Wireless Internet node, while the
simplest nodes are about 2%. However, actual node sizes are much higher, more like
50% of Bluetooth code size. ZigBee chip vendors announced 128-kilobyte devices.
[6]
2.6 Microwave
Microwaves are electromagnetic waves with wavelengths longer than those of
infrared light, but relatively short for radio waves. Microwaves have wavelengths
approximately in the range of 30 cm (frequency = 1 GHz) to 1 mm (300 GHz).
However, the boundaries between far infrared light, microwaves, and ultra-high-
frequency radio waves are fairly arbitrary and are used variously between different
fields of study. A credible definition comes from Pozar's text "Microwave
Engineering", which states that the term microwave "refers to alternating current
signals with frequencies between 300MHz (3 x 10*8 Hz) and 300GHz (3 x 10A11
Hz)." The existence of electromagnetic waves, of which microwaves are part of the
higher frequency spectrum, was predicted by James ClerkMaxwell in 1864 from his
famous Maxwell's equations. In 1888, Heinrich Hertzwas the first to demonstrate the
existence of electromagnetic waves by building apparatus to produce radio waves.
The microwave range includes ultra-high frequency (UHF) (0.3-3 GHz), super high
frequency (SHF) (3-30 GHz), and extremely high frequency (EHF) (30-300 GHz)
signals. Above 300 GHz, the absorption of electromagnetic radiation by Earth's
atmosphere is so great that it is effectively opaque, until the atmosphere becomes
transparent againin the so-called infrared andoptical window frequency ranges. [7]
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Flow of the Project
The flowchart below summarizes the project methodology for this semester and next
semester. The project methodology consists of>
a) Preliminary research
This is where studies and research from the internet, books and supervisor are
done to get the idea to design the system. In this project, researchand studies
in wireless communication technology are done throughout the first semester.
b) SystemDesign
System design is where designing the system and simulates the supporting
circuits using software like PSpice and EWB are done. In this stage, the
importantcomponents ofthe systemare identifiedcarefully.
c) CircuitAssembling
In circuit assembling phase, lab works like fabricating the PCB and soldering
the components of the circuit are done throughout the second semester.
d) Installation and Testing
After assembling the circuits, it must be install at the EE Instrument Control
Lab where the circuit is connected to a RTD transmitter as the input.












3.2 Comparing the Available Wireless Technology
In this project, a lot of findings and research are made about the latest wireless
techniques that are used today. Each technology has its own advantages and
disadvantages. The technology to be used in selected based on the applications of
interest. Basedon findings from the internet and books, several wireless technologies





e) Radio Frequency (RF)
Each ofthem is evaluated according to several criteria such as>
a) themaximum transfer speed thatcanbeachieved
b) maximum distance
c) maximum devices that it canconnect or communicate to

























































































Table 3.1: Table ofComparison
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After discovering many types of wireless technology and comparing each of them, it
is found that WiFi and Bluetooth are applicable to this project. Next, these two
technologies are compared basedon the transferspeed, application that are suitable to
be used, security, ease of use, powerconsumption, its compatibility, maximum ranges
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Table 3.2: Table ofBluetooth and WiFi Comparison
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Based on Table 3.2, both of the technology are comparable except for speed and
maximum ranges. The WiFi technique is more beneficial than the Bluetooth for the
project because it has very high speed transfer (11Mbps), maximum range (300 m)
and the maximum devices that it can connect to (100 devices) compared to Bluetooth.
3.3 Tools Used
In this project, the tools that are needed for the system are:-
Hardwares:
a) Host Device(PC)- use as transmitterand receiver
b) SensorDevices(YokogawaRTD transmitter) - the input
c) Power Supplies - supply voltage for the system
d) Cables (RS-232 and Ethernet) - connect between the PC andAccess Point
e) Wireless Device (e.g. WiFi Access Point) - transmit thesignals wirelessly
f) Oscilloscope (Optional) - to check the circuit for faulty
Softwares:
a) Warp 13- HEX code compiler
b) TCP-COM by TALTec - convert serialdata into TCP/IP data
c) MicrosoftVisual Basic 6 - designthe interface
d) PIC Programmer - to program the PICmicrocontroller
12
3.4 Serial Interface
This interface comes in between the microcontroller circuitry and the serial port of






Figure 3.2: Serial interface details
Basically, the data transmitted from the microcontroller will be managed by two
important components. They are:
• MAX232
• RS-232
The MAX232 is a component that converts TTL logic levels (OV to 5V) to swing
between 12V to -12V. From here, it will go through RS-232 to complete the
communication with the serial port of the PC. This serial interface I used to connect
the sensor to the PC to be transmitted using the WiFi Access Point.
3.5 Microcontroller
3.5,1 Microcontroller Applications
The evolution of the microprocessor technology is marked by a major fork. One
branch of the evolutionary tree is represented by Pentium chips and Power-PC chips
which form the heart of personal computers. This mentioned branch is mainly
focused upon enhancing raw computers. Meanwhile, the other branch, which is 30
times larger in unit volume, is represented by microcontrollers. Basically, in
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microcontroller technology, the emphasis is upon the integration of many features
needed in a single chip so that the chip has versatility to sense inputs and control
outputs in a device or instrument. Mainly, the 8-bit microcontroller market is
dominated by Motorola and Microchip Technology. All these devices are optimized
to meet stringent performance requirements in cost-effective applications. [8]
Afterevolution in chipmanufacturing, this embedded technology is no stranger is the
daily-used applications. Generally, they canbe divided to 5 broadmarkets:
a) Consumersegment- home appliances and home entertainment
b) Automotive - a modern car has nearly 50 microcontrollers providing
intelligence and control, likekeyless entry, antilock braking and air bas.
c) Officeautomation- PCs, keyboards, copiers,printers etc
d) Telecommunications - cell phones, pagers and answering machines
e) Industrial products - door locks in hotel rooms, automatic faucets and
industrial machinery
Among the main features that contribute to the wide popularity of microcontrollers
are:
a) Speed
b) Instruction set simplicity
c) Integration ofoperational features
d) Programmable timer options
e) Interrupt control
f) Powerful output pin control
g) I/O port expansion
h) Serial programming via two pins
i) EPROM support
j) Mail-order support
k) Free assembler and simulator
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3.5.2 PIC16F84 Microcontroller
The PIC16F84 belongs to the family of low-cost, high-performance, CMOS, fully-
static, 8-bit microcontrollers. All PICmicro™ microcontrollers employ an advanced
RISC architecture. PIC16F84 have enhanced core features, eight-level deep stack,
andmultiple internal and external interrupt sources. Theseparate instruction anddata
buses of the Harvard architecture allow a 14-bit wide instruction word with a separate
8-bit wide data bus. The two stage instruction pipeline allows all instructions to
execute in a single cycle, except for program branches (which require two cycles). A
total of 35 instructions (reduced instruction set) are available. Additionally, a large
register set is used to achieve a veryhighperformance level. [8]
PIC16F84 microcontrollers typically achieve a 2:1 code compression and up to a 4:1
speed improvement (at 20 MHz) over other 8-bit microcontrollers in their class. The
PIC16F84 has up to 68 bytes of RAM, 64 bytes of Data EEPROM memory, and 13






































Figure3.3: PIC16F84 pin out [8]
There are four oscillator options, of which the single pin RC oscillator provides a
low-cost solution, the LP oscillator minimizes power consumption, XT is a standard
crystal, and the HS is for HighSpeed crystals.
The devices with Flash program memory allow the same device package to be used
for prototyping and production. In-circuit reprograrnmability allows the code to be
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updated without the device beingremoved from the end application. This is useful in
the development of many applications where the devicemay not be easily accessible,
but the prototypes may require code updates. This is also useful for remote
applications where the code may need to be updated (such as rate information). A
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Figure 3.4: Components ofa Microcontroller [8]
The PIC16F84 fits perfectly in applications ranging from high speed automotive and
appliance motor control to low-power remote sensors, electronic locks, security
devices and smart cards. The Flash or EEPROMtechnology makes customization of
application programs such as transmitter codes, motor speeds, receiver frequencies
andsecurity codes extremely fast andconvenient. The small footprint packages make
this microcontroller series perfect for all applications with space limitations. Low-
cost, low-power, high performance, ease-of-use and I/O flexibility make the
PIC16F84 very versatile even in areas where no microcontroller use has been
considered before (example: timer functions; serial communication; capture, compare
and PWM functions; and co-processor applications).
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The serial in-system programming feature (via two pins) offers flexibility of
customizing the product aftercomplete assembly andtesting. This feature can be used
to serialize a product, store calibration data, or program the device with the current
firmware before shipping.
3.5J PIC16F84 Microcontroller Circuitry
The microcontroller circuitry must be well designed for optimumusage. All the eight
pins at PORT B are used for the inputs from the sensors. Meanwhile, the five pins at
PORT A are used for the outputs and serial transmitpins.
From this circuit, the two pins on the left of the PIC16F84 are for the LEDs. The two
pins on the right of the PIC16F84 are reserved for serial communication. The
configuration is designed as such to provide a neat and tidy connection when
constructed on the circuit board. This allows easier troubleshooting should there be





































Figure 3.5: PIC1F84A Circuit Diagram
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3.5.4 PIC16F84 Microcontroller Programming (refer Appendix A)
TheC programming language is chosen to program the PIC16F84. The program will
flow in sucha waythat the PIC16F84 will gatherall the eight inputs into the PIC and
produce an output that includes transmitting data output to the PC and viceversa. In
order to run this program smoothly, several important initializations must be
included. They are;
• PIC16F84 header file
• Declare the desired fuses
• Declare the usage of RS-232 which includes the baud rate, receive and
transmit pins




#use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=PIN_AO, rcv=PINAl)
Initially, a flowchart of the whole operation is designed to guide the coding and the
flow of the program. This flowchart shapes the programming codes in the C
programming.
Before downloading a program into a PIC, the program must be verified and
compiled with the C Compiler. The program will be converted into a hex file. Then,
the EPROM of the PIC must be cleared and blanked. Once this stage is successful,
theprogram canbe downloaded into thePIC. This was done using theWARP-13 PIC
programmer.
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3.6 Microsoft Visual Basic Environment
The Microsoft Visual Basic is known to be among the most popular choice to create
Windows GUI. In Visual Basic, new windows created are called forms. Elements
(suchas text boxesand buttons) that are placedinside a form are called controls. The
Visual Basic allows event-driven programming, where the user's actions cause
events, and each event in turn triggersa procedurethat is associatedwith it.
fe Projectl - Mk losoft Visual Bask [design]
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Figure 3.6: Visual Basic Editor
Theproperties of creating an objectmodel in Visual Basic are:
a) Objects have properties and methods
b) Formsand controlsare examplesof objects
c) Properties describe an object. Examples: name, colour, size, or how they will
behave
d) Methods are actions associated with an object. Examples: move, clear and
print
19
In order to write a proper Visual Basic project, there several important elements to
learn and understand. The two vital steps are:
Planning
Design the user interface
Plan the properties
Plan the Basic code - procedures are associated with the events, actions
written in pseudocode
Programming
Define the user interface - define objects
Set the properties
















Table 3.3: Visual Basic Naming Conventions
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3.6.1 Microsoft Comm Control 6.0 (Refer to Appendix B)
Software on thecomputer is another essential partof the project. Thesoftware will
interpret thedata transferred from thePIC from thetransmitter and then control the
application based onthedata from thetransmitter. Software that is going to read from
theserial port is designed using Visual Basic. The software is windows based and is
veryuser friendly. It is objectoriented programming.
Designing in Visual Basic environment willbaseon theobject created. In this project
a communication protocol likein Hyper Terminal is created andall the previous
setting is duplicated into the Visual Basic form. Previously in Hyper Terminal, there
is no user interface thus makingthe programnot user friendly. In Visual Basic
therefore the user interface is goingto be tailored with graphic to its application. This
will make the software more usable and friendly to user with the introduction of
graphic.
In order for Visual Basic to establish connection with the serial port, a component
called the MicrosoftComm Control6.0 is applied. This component is representedby
an icon ofa phone.
Theportion of the source codes that initializes theserial portusing the Microsoft
Comm Control 6.0 is presented below:
Private Sub Form_Load()
'Initialize
Comm.InputMode - 0 'take ASCII codesas inputs
Comm.CommPort = 1
Comm-Settings - "9600,N,8,1"
Comm.PortOpen = True 'openport




The COMM settings will coincide with the serial port settings which are:
• Baud rate: 9600
• Parity bits: None
• Data bits: 8
• Stop bit: 1
3.7 PC Communication: Serial Port Interface
The serial port is an I/O device. An I/O device isjust a wayto get datainto and outof
a computer. There are many types of I/O devices such as serial ports, parallel ports,
disk drive controllers, Ethernet boards, universal serial buses and many others. Most
PC's have one or two serial ports. Each has a 9-pin connectoror sometimes 25-pin on
the back of the computer. Computer programs can send data (bytes) to the transmit
pin (output) and receive bytes from the receive pin (input). The other pins are for
control purposes and ground.
Figure 3.7: Serial Port (9 Pin)
The serial port is much more than just a connector. It converts the data from parallel
to serial and changes the electrical representation of the data. Inside the computer,
data bits flow in parallel, using many wires at the same time. Serial flow is a stream
of bits over a single wire, such as on the Transmit or Receive pin of the serial
connector. For the serial port to create such a flow, it must convert data from parallel
insidethe computer to serialon the transmit pin and conversely.
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The advantages ofusing serialdata transfer rather than parallelare:
• Serial cables can be longer than parallel cables. The serial port transmits a T
as -3 to -25 volts and a '0* as +3 to +25 volts where as a parallel port transmits
a '0' as Ov and a '1' as 5v. Therefore the serial port can have a maximum swing
of 50V compared to the parallel portwhich has a maximum swing of 5 Volts.
Therefore cable loss is not going to be as muchof a problem for serial cables
as they are for parallel.
• Less wires thanparallel transmission. If yourdevice needs to be mounted a far
distance away from the computer then 3 core cable (Null Modem
Configuration) is going to be a lot cheaper that running 19 or 25 core cable.
However you musttake intoaccount the costof the interfacing at eachend.
• Microcontrollers have also proven to be quite popular recently. Many of these
have in built SCI (Serial Communications Interfaces) which can be used to
talk to the outside world. Serial communication reduces the pin count of these
MPU's. Onlytwo pins are commonly used, Transmit Data(TXD) and Receive
Data (RXD) compared with at least 8 pins using an 8 bit Parallel method.
Furthermore, it may also require a Strobe.
3.7.1 Serial Communication Circuitry (Refer to Figure 3.9)
After considering the odds, the serial port is chosen to transmit data between the
PIC16F84 microcontroller and PC. The application of the serial port is feasible as it
only utilizes 2 pins, whichare transmitting and receive pins. Therefore, designing the
PIC16F84 becomes convenient as only 2 pins are used which are transmit and receive
pins.
Naturally, the outputfrom the PIC16F84 needs to be transmitted to the PC so that the
user could be alerted of any unwanted incidents. Among the transmission medium
available include parallel and serial communication. As explained in earlier Chapter
3, the serial port is chosen as it proves to be more feasible.
23
As far as interfacing between the PIC16F84 and PC is concerned, initialization is the
first consideration by modifying the settings on both ends to accommodate each





These initializations will coincide with that of the PIC16F84. The two pins from
PIC16F84 that interacts with the serial port are:
• Transmit pin (A0)
• Receive pin (Al)
Old PC's used 25 pin connectors but only about 9 pins were actually used so today
most connectors areonly9-pin. Each of the 9 pinsusually connects to a wire. Besides
the two wires used for transmitting and receiving data, another pin (wire) is signal
ground. The voltage on any wire is measured with respect to this ground. Thus the
minimum number of wires to use for 2-way transmission of data is 3. Despite this
method, it hasalso beenknown to work withno signal ground wirebutwithdegraded
performance and sometimes with errors.
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Figure 3.8: RS-232 PinOuton a DB-9 PinUsed forAsynchronous Data
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3.8 The ADC0804 Circuit Test
There aremany ways anddegrees of complexity to test the ADC thataresuggested in
the datasheet. One of the simplest tests is to apply a known analog input voltage to
the converter and use LEDs to display the resulting digital output code. For ease of
testing, the VREF/2 (pin9) should be supplied with2.560V and a V+ supply voltage
of 5.12V should be used. This provides an LSB value of 20mV. If a full scale
adjustment is to be made, an analog input voltage of 5.090V (5.120 - 1 —LSB)
should be applied to the V|n(+) pin with the Vin(-) pin grounded.
The value of the VREF/2 input voltage should be adjusted until the digital output
code is just changing from 1111 1110 to 1111 1111. This value of VREF/2 should
then be used for all the tests. The digital-output LED display can be decoded by
dividing the 8bitsinto 2 hex characters, one with the4 most significant bits(MS) and
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one with the 4 least-significant bits (LS). The output is then interpreted as a sum of






For example, for an output LED display of 1011 0110, the MS character is hex B






But, using the DC power supply provided by the lab technician, the voltage supplied
only have I decimal place. Therefore, the output signal might have some error dueto
the voltages supplied and also the built-in decoder. It is concern for this project to
decrease level of signal erroras to make sure the system is reliable. Theoutputs of the
ADC are connected to the inputs of the PIC. The PIC is programmed to read all the
inputs and send the data based on the conditions that are set in the PIC program. For
example, the outputs of the ADC give 0000 0000 when the input is 0V. In the PIC
program, the condition has been set; if all inputs are 0, then send "0" to thePC and it
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Figure 3.10: Free-running connection (See Table 4.3for output results)
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Calculations of the output in bits are:-
Example: The analogue input is 5V
8-bit = 28 = 256
We use 0-5V. So, 5/255 = 0.0196V which means that 1-bit is 0.0196V. If 5V,
5/0.0196 = 255i0- 1111 11112
3.9 The System Design (Refer to Figure 3.11)
Based on the researchand surveyconducted, the systemneeds a RTD transmitter,

























































































TCP-Com is a software based RS232 to TCP/IP converter. TCP-Com allows any of
the serial ports on your PC to send and receive data directly over any TCP/IP
network. The functions of TCP-Com is to turn a PC into a multi-port "Serial Device
Server" so that we can connect any RS232 serialdevice directly to a TCP/IP network
and communicate with that device from any other workstation in the same network
or across the Internet. TCP-Com can also create "Virtual" RS232 serial ports that are
actually connections to a TCP/IP port. This allows us to use any existing serial
communications software to send and receive data across a TCP/IP network. It can be
attach to any RS232 device including, bar code scanners, sensors, gages, meters,
telephone systems, laboratory, instruments, industrial controllers, modems, printers,
etc. - to the serial ports of a PC and communicate with that device from any other
computer in the same network (or across the Internet). This would allow us to use
HyperTerminal or any other RS232 or TCP/IP communications software to read or
write to the serial device from any PC connected to the same network. Then, we can
convert the data into readable data such as graph or reading based on numbers using
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.
3.10.1 TCP-Com Settings
In this project, we needtwo PCsthat are one act as transmitter and anotheras
receiver. On the transmitter side, the PC retrieves data from the sensor and converts it
into TCP/IP protocol. Then, the data is sent through the Access Point. The settings are
as follows:-
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File Window Tools Help
iTlflifllillllIH^|^M^^^tfi^tt&K
Serial Port TCP/IP Port
£onnector miisii
Baud Rate 9600
This PC will act as TCPCBent
Eariiy None •*
• This PC w« act as TCP Serve*
fiataBits 8 Local IP Address
£top Bits 1 " 165.a2.3l
flow Control Hardware •
Local Port
1000
Buffer Size: 8192 •
Use UDP instead of TCP/IP
CreateVirtual COM port
Bufferdata ifTCP/IP port closed
Wait for timeout before transmit




© G trp/iP Status- Chsftd
Figure 3.12: Settingfor the transmitterside
From Figure 4.6, we can see that there are several settings have to be made.
1) Settheconnector to COMl because it will retrieve data from thesensor that is
connected to the PC using COMl port.
2) Setthebaud rate, parity, data bits, stop bits and flow control according to the
PIC program that we have set earlier.
3) Set the local IP accordingto the PC's IP address.
4) After mis program is activated, it will open theCOMl port and also TCP/IP
port. Now, thePC is setasserver and will listen to any PCs that are connected
to its network.
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On the other hand, the settings for the receiver side are as follows:-
1
?"™«"^^?9*w'^^^^^^'j^^sW^^^^w'w'W!PPI!mfj^.4jj?
1 -• - • ••• ••••-'-j^i^^"-,'i»-,,'-^,^,'-^iiiVriviiriiiiii.'ii,ni'iii'..ifri¥B«8S _ i
1,
, Serial Port
:i|i Connector C0M256 »'
ii gaudRate 9600 -*-;
;;)! £arity None ^
TCP/IP Port
* This PC wff act as TCP Client
This PC wiflact as TCP Server
j;]: fiataBits 8 • Remote Host IP Address
i| StopBits ;i
ji| flow Control \Hardware •*••
rVeadaaf
Remote Port
1000[I Buffer Size: ;8192 *
: •/ Create Virtual COM port
Use UDP instead of TCP/IP
i'i,|$ Buffer data if TCP/IP port closed
lii Watt for timeout before transmit
I/O Options...
jij: Timeout value (msj: :150
\% Activate
LUMjtahn. To'ed OO TCP IPcL*lu^ Licked
H IT
' ...
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Figure3.13: Setting for the receiver side
FromFigure 4.7, thereare several settings has to be made.
1) Settheconnector to any COM numbers except COMl because COMl is used
by the transmitter PC.
2) Setthe baud rate, parity, databits, stop bitsandflow control according to the
PIC program that we have set earlier.
3) Set the localIP according to the transmitter PC's IP address.
4) After thisprogram is activated, it willopen the COM portandalso TCP/IP






The circuit can be tested using Hyper Terminal. HyperTerminal is a program that you
can use to connect to other computers, Telnet sites, and bulletin board systems
(BBSs), online services, and host computers, using either your modemor a null
modem cable. In this case, the PIC is identified as a modem with speed of9600bps.
The speed is alreadyidentifiedearlier in the programfor the PIC as we can see in
Appendix B. The configurations for the Hyper Terminalare as follows.
1) In the properties dialog, COMl is selected
j \%,t Cuujj-i'jriuij Wyjjynr*:;
Connect To Settings
New Connection Change Icon..
Country/region:


























j Restore DefauRs j !1
S OK" ) 1 Cancel j j Appfc> 1
3) The call button is then selected
File Edit View Call Transfer Help
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4) Give a name for the connection and hit OK
|j New Connection






5) The transmitter is tested by giving analogue input and the output is observed
as follows.
File Edit View Call Transfer Help
w,,s' i.-jj
flCEHBDFG
Connected 00:02:02 Auto detect 9600 8-N-l
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If all the circuitsare working and the output is the same like the picture shown
previously, the ADC0804, PICand MAX232 are working correctly. The
HyperTerminal canbe used forboth PCs to check whether thedata that areretrieved
by the PC are the right one.
4.2 The ADC Outputs
Basedon the Table 4.3, we can see that expectedvalues and the real values are almost
the same. It is known that the ADC circuit is reliable and satisfactory.
Aftercompleting the ADC, PIC andRS232 circuit, we haveto connect themtogether
in order to be able to communicate between the input and PC. Refer to Appendix C












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3 The Visual Basic Interface Program
Basically, there areeightinputtriggered by thePICcircuit. These arethe character A,
B, C, D, E, F, G and H. Eachcharacter is recognized as a case, in eachcase
commands canbe putto be executed. In the VBprogram, we canusethese characters
as the digital voltage. For example, ifwe send 5Vanalogue signal and theADC will
digitized it as 1111 1111. This will activate alltheinput pins of thePIC. So, all
characters will be sent to the receiverPC. In VB 6, it will get all the characters and

















i • I i
Figure 4.1: The VB interface program
Using the Visual Basic program, we can read and identify the data easily. Base onthe
VB program inFigure 4.1, the program will show the graph and the actual reading.
Fromthe graph, we can identify pattern of the process temperature.
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4.4 Testing Range of The WiFi Transmission
After completing the system and testing it atthe Instrumentation Lab, therange must
betested inorder to identify themaximum range thattheWiFi cantransmit thedata
without any problems. Table 4.2 summarize the testing made atBuilding 22 and 23.











Table 4.2: Rangeand Connection Testing
Based on Table 4.2, it is known that the WiFi Access Point (AP) canbe connected up
to 90m range. This isnormal because the AP that is used inthis project is a home AP
which can range up to 100m. This system cannot achieve 100m because the
interference occurred at Building 22 and 23.
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4.5 Problems Encountered
Some problems encountered during the project this semester:-
a) Vendors late response
Late response from the vendors to enquire about the WiFi converteror Access
Point.
b) Sourcing hardwares
Some of the ICs and components are not available in the component store. So,
the components are sourced from Ipoh and Kuala Lumpur.
c) Cost limitation
Most of the WiFi Access Point sold in Malaysia has only the Ethernet ports
which mean that the second option is to be chosen and the price is quite cheap.
On the other hand, the WiFi Access Point which has the serial port (DB-9) is
very expensive. Each cost around RM600-800.
d) Availability ofthe WiFi Access Point.
Looking at the first options, the WiFi Access Point that have the serial port
(RS-232) are only available overseas while the WiFiAccess Pointthat has the
Ethernet port (RJ-45) is available in Malaysia.
e) Buy in bulk
Some vendor only sells the device above 10 pieces. The price for a piece is
much higher than the bulk price.
f) Technical supportandguarantee
Technical support and guarantee from the vendor is a must to make sure that
the device is compatible with the system designed and to get familiar with the
deviceespeciallywhen systemconfiguration is neededto be done.
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g) BurningPIC with Warp 13
The process of burning the program into the PIC may take many attempts as
the programmer is prone to errors.
h) Circuitfaulty
The circuitries also have to go through a series of troubleshooting. Upon






Using hardwired sensors consumes more space, high cost for maintenance especially
for inexpensive monitoring and predictive maintenance. The wireless communication
is the latest technology that they can implement in their field or plant to cut cost of
maintenance, save their time and the system is very simple.
Bluetooth are widely used to replace cables. Radio frequency (RF) can be easily
interfered with other radio frequencies. ZigBee is still in research and development
phase. Infrared (IR) is a one-to-one technology which means that the transmitter and
receiver must be located at the line of sight of each other. It also can be easily
interfered by other frequencies.
On the other hand, WiFi are widely used for wireless high speed LAN and internet
access. It can provide wireless connection at the speed of up to 11 Mbps. It is widely
used especially in networking and communications.
5.2 Recommendations
In-depth study and research in wireless communication are needed in order to
successfully complete this project. The WiFi technology is suitable for this project
because of its security, maximum distance and speed that it can achieved and also
maximum device it can connect at one time. For the first semester, this project will
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under go research and designing the system. The next semester, this project will be in
the installation and troubleshooting phase. The system design must be reliable, less
complexity and cost.
The system can be improved in terms of simplicity and market values. The system
can be developed further so that it can be connected to the DCS network. It is hoped
that the improved system successfully implemented in the real plant.
This system can be improved by replacing the PC that is used as the serial-Ethernet
converter with the available serial-Ethernet hardware converter.
A more advance and improve system can be design to use the digital signals from the
RTD transmitter instead using the analogue signals and replace the RS232 with
RS8485 which is more compatible and simple.
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Visual Basic 6 Programming
Public num as integer
Public prev_num As integer
Public total As Integer
Public inc As Integer
Public stopnow as integer
Public real total as Integer
Public temp_datal as Integer
Private Sub Form_LoadO
comm.lnputMode = 0 'take ascii as input
comm.commport « 1
comm.Settings = "9600,N,8,1"
comm.PortOpen = True 'open port





















if stopnow > 5 Then















if stopnow > 5 Then
































if stopnow > 5 Then





























If num > prev_num Then





































































Dec HxOct Char Dec Hx Oct Html Chr Dec Hx Oct Html Chr Dec Hx Oct Html Chr
0 0 000 NUl (null) 32 20 040 $132; Space 64 40 100 4*64, e 96 60 140 4*96;
1 1 001 SOH (start of heading} 33 21 041 4133; ! 65 41 101 4*65, A 97 61 141 4*97; a
2 2 002 STX (start of text) 34 22 042 6*34; " 66 42 102 4*66 B 98 62 142 6*98; b
3 3 003 m (end of text) 35 23 043 6*35; 1 67 43 103 4*67 c 99 63 143 4*99; c
4 4 004 EOT (end of transmission) 36 24 044 £#36; ,- 68 44 104 4*68 D 100 64 144 4*100 d
5 5 005 im (enquiry) 37 25 045 £137; % 69 45 105 &f69 E 101 65 145 4*101 e
6 6 006 ACK (acknowledge) 38 26 046 4*38; & 70 46 106 4*70 F 102 66 146 4*102 f
7 7 007 BEL (bell) 39 27 047 £#39; ' 71 47 107 4*71 G 103 67 147 4*103 g
8 8 010 BS (backspace) 40 28 050 6*40; ( 72 48 110 4*72 H 104 68 150 £*104 h
9 9 Oil TAB (horizontal tab) 41 29 051 4*41; ) 73 49 111 4*73 I 105 69 151 4*105 i
10 k 012 LF (HL line feed, new line) 42 2A 052 4*42; * 74 4A 112 4*74 J 106 6A 152 4*106 i
11 B 013 YT (vertical tab) 43 2B 053 6*43; + 75 4B 113 4*75 K 107 6B 153 4*107 k
12 C 014 FF (HP foot feed, new page) 44 2C 054 4*44; , 76 4C 114 4*76 L 108 6C 154 6*108 1
13 D 015 CR (carriage return} 45 2D 055 4*45; - 77 4D 115 4*77 H 109 6D 155 4*109 i
14 E 016 SO (shift out) 46 2E 056 **46; . 78 4E 116 4*78 B 110 6E 156 4*110 n
15 F 017 SI (shift in) 47 2F 057 4*47; / 79 4F 117 4*79 0 111 6F 157 4*111 0
16 10 020 DLE (data link escape) 48 30 060 4*48; 0 80 50 120 £*80 P 112 70 160 4*112 P
17 11 021 PCI (device control 1) 49 31 061 s#49; 1 81 51 121 6*81 0 113 71 161 4*113 • ti
18 12 022 DC2 (device control 2) 50 32 062 &*50; I 82 52 122 4*82 R 114 72 162 6*114 r
19 13 023 DC3 (device control 3) 51 33 063 &*51; 3 83 53 123 4*83 S 115 73 163 6*115 s
20 14024 DC4 (device control 4} 52 34 064 &*52; 4 84 54 124 4*84 T 116 74 164 6*116 t
21 15 025 IIAK (negative acknowledge) 53 35 065 4*53; S 85 55 125 4*85 U 117 75 165 6*117 u
22 16 026 STB (synchronous idle} 54 36 066 4*54; 6 86 56 126 4*86 V 118 76 166 6*118 V
23 17 027 ETB (end of trans, block) 55 37 067 4*55; 7 87 57 127 4*87 V 119 77 167 6*119 , TJ
24 18 030 CM (cancel) 56 38 070 4*56; 3 88 58 130 4*88 X 120 78 170 6*120 r X
25 19 031 EH (end of nediun) 57 39 071 4*57; 9 89 59 131 4*89 Y 121 79 171 4*121 ?y
26 U 032 SUB (substitute) 58 3A 072 &#58; : 90 5A 132 4*90 I 122 7A 172 6*122 ' 2
27 IB 033 ESC (escape) 59 3B 073 s#59; ; 91 5B 133 4*91
.
123 7B 173 6*123; (
28 It 034 FS (file separator) 60 3C 074 &*60; < 92 5C 134 4*92 \ 124 7C 174 &*124 ; \
29 ID 035 GS (group separator) 61 3D 075 4*61; = 93 5D 135 &*93 • ] 125 7D 175 6*125 ; )
30 IE 036 RS (record separator) 62 3E 076 4*62; > 94 SE 136 6*94 A 126 7E 176 4*126 ; *







18-pin Enhanced FLASH/EEPROM 8-Bit Microcontrolki
High Performance RISC CPU Features:
• Only 35sHTglewordirtstructtonstoieam
• Al Instructions single-cycle except tor program
branches which are two-cycle
• Operating speed; DC <20 MHz ctocHinput
DC 200 os Instruction cycle
• 1024 words of program memory
• 63 bytes of Baa RAM
• 84 bytes of Data EEPROM
- Kbltwide instruction words
• S bit wide data bytes
- 15 Speaai Function Hardware registers
• Eighttevei deep hardwam stack
• Direct Fndirect anC rtfat;ve addressing modes
• Fc::r interrupt sources:
• External RBOrlNTph
- TMRO timer overflow
PORTB<7:4> interrupt on change
Data EEPROM write compete
Peripheral Features:
• 13 I/O pins with individual direction contra:
- High current sink/source^ direct LED drive
- 25 mA sink max. per pin




• 1C.000 erase/write cycles Enhanced FLASH
Program memory typ cal
• 1C,00OO00lyp4calerase'WTite cycles EEPROM
Data memory typical
• EEPROM Data ReWfcon > 4C years
• In CrcurtSertalPrcsramming" gCSP,v,)> Via
two pins
• Power on Reset ^POR), Power ^p T:mer {PWRTj.
Osofcator Start-up Timer (OST>
• Watchdog Timer (WDT) with is own On Crip RC
Oscil'ator for rehaWe operatcn
• Cede protection
• Power savirrg SLEEP mode
• Selectable oscitetor options
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